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Abstract

Assessing the value of marketing to a business remains a thorny issue in theory and practice. Decision-making at the finance–marketing
interface is under-researched, particularly for project businesses. Confronted by demands of accountability concerning the allocation of resources
to meet competitive pressures, the paper examines the quality and extent of dialogue in investment decision-making. The return on investment
(ROI) and marketing-specific investment (ROMI) are important factors at the marketing–finance interface. ROMI/ROI is examined from
quantitative and qualitative viewpoints. The empirical evidence shows that short-term financial criteria dominate and are misaligned to long-term
performance of project businesses and business units. Marketing investment in relation to project markets poses a particularly challenging environment.
Client lifetime value and programme data sets for ROMI coupled with qualitative decision-making offer ways forward with constructive dialogue at the
finance–marketing interface. The paper concludes with detailed recommendations for research and practice.
© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. APM and IPMA. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The value of marketing and the marketing function remains
a thorny management issue in theory and practice. This is
particularly the case from the perspective of financial management
where exacting justifications are demanded from the marketing
function to justify investment in marketing-related capabilities
and activities (Srinivasan and Hanssens, 2009; Weissbrich et al.,
2007). Marketing and finance are functions that are often treated
in isolation both in research and practice. There has been no
research at the marketing–finance interface in project businesses
to address function and agency (cf. Jensen and Meckling, 1976).
There are two dimensions that provide a starting point: the criteria
of justification about investment decisions, and the extent of
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alignment in the dialogue for decision-making at the marketing–
finance interface.

The paper considers three levels in order to address the
marketing–finance interface because each level exerts influence.
There is the market and shareholder value, the level of the firm
and finally the dynamics at the marketing–finance interface.
Associated with these three levels are assessments on investment
in and by firms, strategic decisions on budgeting, and the return
on marketing-related and marketing-specific investment (ROI
and ROMI). There is a gap in the literature concerning ROI and
ROMI in theory and practice regarding the marketing–finance
interface in sectors producing specific assets, particularly project
businesses.

The aim is therefore to assess marketing-related andmarketing-
specific investments in terms of the justification criteria and the
dialogue applied in decision-making. The project delivery channel
comprises complex bundles of services and products, config-
ured under conditions of uncertainty, and frequently engaging
temporary and sometimes multi-organisational teams (e.g. Turner,
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2008; Winch, 2010). There are at least five evaluative objectives
with associated outcomes in this context: i) ROI and ROMI are
generally useful conceptual and appropriately applied practical
tools; ii) ROI/ROMI is useful yet needs careful and considered
application in specific contexts; iii) ROI/ROMI provides a basis
yet more conceptual development is required for application across
different types of project contexts, supported by an appropriate
and shared dialogue; iv) some combination of the previous three
outcomes; and v) ROMI/ROI is not useful.

The paper proceeds by reviewing the management literature in
the investment market in relation to and for the firm, prior to
analysing the application in project businesses. Focus is upon
the justifications and dialogue used in decision-making around
marketing investment and returns. Return on investment or ROI
applies to all investment, which includes marketing-related invest-
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ment and ROMI applies to marketing-specific investment and
marketing-related investment. Another perspective yields two
types of investment: investment to improve the market position
of the firm and ability to sell its service, and investments in the
marketing function to improve performance, from which stance
all such investment can be pejoratively categorised under ROMI.
An overview of ROMI is provided, examining the concept from
both quantitative and qualitative viewpoints. It then proceeds
by reviewing ROMI against the concepts of the marketing mix
and relationship marketing. The methodology and method are
then presented as a springboard for the empirical investigation.
The findings and discussion of the findings complete the main
body of the work before concluding with statements upon the
contribution to knowledge, the limitations and recommenda-
tions for both research and practice.
2. Literature review in management and for project businesses

Management is increasingly challenging the marketing function to demonstrate how marketing fits into financial metrics (Ganesan,
2012). This is partly driven by internal criteria concerning financial strategies of prevailing business models, and partly by the external
drivers from investment markets that help shape prevailing business models. Marketing outcomes are therefore measured in terms of
profitable contribution to shareholder value (Srivastava et al., 1998).

Investors are risk averse, being more concerned about potential losses than gains. Reconfiguring or increasing value propositions
across a portfolio of customers may increase customer satisfaction, yet studies show that increasing customer satisfaction does not reduce
supplier risk, although some recent evidence shows contrary results (Tuli and Bharadwaj, 2009). However, the marketing literature has
shown that operational cost control as a major driver to improve returns works short-term, yet compromises long-term returns (Grönroos,
2000). A traditional production approach to cost accounting cannot be uncritically applied in service markets because cost reductions are
a cut in investment. The service logic (Vargo and Lusch, 2004) takes matters a step further, questioning the production-service split and
reinforcing the inseparability of costs and investment.

Project activities are located on the cusp of product and service. How project management is executed is service provision. Further,
contracts, whether social through in-house provision or legally set out as in the open market, are agreed prior to all requirements being
specified, and responses to emergent requirements form part of the service content. The capabilities required by project businesses
support the customizing of complex and uncertain specific assets and the tailoring of services to context (Davies and Brady, 2000). This
poses a challenge for investment in project business capabilities that are used to improve the service content and project specific
investments. The latter are incorporated in the costs and any bid price. Technical and service capabilities developed at the business level
are more contentious. These investments are marketing-related in order to implement the marketing strategy (Davies et al., 2007).

This provides the context in which project businesses allocate investments, taking into account a range of factors that influence the
earning logic, profitability, and how this is perceived in relation to shareholder value. This in turn raises whether the finance drives or
serves the firm (e.g. Grönroos, 2000; Srinivasan and Hanssens, 2009) whether as a production-cum-task or customer orientation, with
short or long-term horizons for analysis and application in practice.

2.1. The marketplace

At the general market level are three related foci: (i) stocks, (ii) the firm or project business, and (iii) customers. Stocks concern the
attractiveness for investing in firms and relate to shareholder value. The financial performance of firms feeds into shareholder value and
is derived from the effects of marketing-related and marketing-specific investments on operational performance. Customers demand
value for money (VFM) and can reasonably expect investment-derived improvement in VFM over time.

One of the greatest constraints on the development of effective governance and service provision has been impatient capital,
whereby managers have sought to satisfy the demands of financial markets demanding low risk and high returns (Narayanan and
DeFillippi, 2012). Shareholder value can be measured several ways using capital market-based measures, for example market to
book ratio (Hogan et al., 2002) and the market value to the current replacement costs of its assets (Anderson et al., 2004; Tobin, 1969),
which have less relevance the more the business is project-based because project businesses are heavily reliant upon the return on capital
employed (ROCE) derived from accelerating the circulation of working capital. Therefore, measures such as market value added
(MVA), which is the difference between the market value and capital employed (Griffith, 2004) are pertinent.

Finance managers take a summative perspective. Aggregated purchases or contracts give rise to the total profitability and market
share (e.g. Reinartz et al., 2005). Declared profitability depends upon operational cost control, the amount reinvested for future
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growth and is moderated by policies towards dividend payments. Stock markets assess firms and their marketing investments for
growth (profitability and/or market share) in terms of their portfolio. Portfolio management models have associated problems that
take several forms. The most pertinent are: (a) marketing-related investment is not immediately visible to the investor, (b) short-term
share price fluctuations obscure or tend to over-rule medium-to-long term effects of returns on marketing-related investments
(Srinivasan and Hanssens, 2009), (c) successive marketing actions confuse payback predictions (Aaker and Jacobson, 1987), and
(d) firms with high levels of product/service intangibility and market volatility typically leads to undervalued shares short-term
compared to the long-run with consequences for the cost of capital and standing of the firm in the marketplace (Lev, 2004). Stock
markets favour firms that focus upon value appropriation and dividend declaration above investment for value creation and future profit
streams (Mizik and Jacobson, 2003). Investors are more risk-averse concerning losses than they are positive about the prospect of gains
(Gupta et al., 2000; Tuli and Bharadwaj, 2009). In this way, finance managers are influenced by shareholder value.

2.2. The level of the project business

Financial management is concerned with maximizing resource use, hence minimizes costs and keeps investment at prudent levels.
Projects are high risk and businesses carry serial risks across their portfolio. Therefore prudent levels are equated with minimal
investment. Cost control determines the margin per unit of output (Ambler, 2005). Project cost control is conducted against in-house
budgets or bid price, incorporating project-specific investments. In production these can be divided against constant units of output, yet
projects are asset specific and have variable unit costs, so investment attribution is difficult. Capabilities also carry costs of further
tailoring on a project-by-project basis (Davies and Brady, 2000). New project capabilities may have programme application, which is
overlooked at portfolio level because calculations are based upon prior resource allocation (Lecoeuvre and Patel, 2009).

An analytical tool used to assess investments is the return on investment (ROI), which from a marketing perspective involves
both marketing-related investments within ROI and the return on marketing-specific investment or ROMI (Lenskold, 2003). ROMI
provides one comparative means and is expressed as:

ROMI ¼ Gross margin −Marketing investment
Marketing investment

where the gross margin ¼ revenue − cost of goods − incremental expenses:

ð1Þ

ROMI poses problems due to a lack of available aggregate data. Where data is available returns at operational and at a disaggregated

level are typically below those at firm level (Manchanda et al., 2005), suggesting a) presentational categorization from an accountancy
perspective, and b) earnings from other sources, particularly ROCE in project businesses through astute cashflow management. ROMI
can be applied for types of or individual investment. This invokes the attribution problem, which is necessary to assess the strategic
benefits of differentiation and competitive advantage (cf. Gruneberg and Ive, 2000). Rust et al. (2004) propose a broader conception to
include return on quality, advertising, loyalty, and corporate citizenship. Rust et al. (2004) apply the following formula:

ROMI ¼ Change in incremental customer equity long−term discounted profit net of expenditureð Þ
Discounted expenditure

: ð2Þ

This adds to the attribution problem, whereby assessments can only be conducted at over the long run using aggregate data.
The marketing function has to justify investment proposals at board level. The marketing–finance issue is critical and the interface

between the two exists at both a functional and agency level. The resource-based view of the firm strategically conceptualizes resource
allocation to balance types of value creation and value appropriation (Barney, 1991; Wernerfelt, 1984). ROI and ROMI are applied in
many firms, both retrospectively and to aid decision-making for new investments. Decisions are far from straightforward. Investments,
especially for service provision, involve intangibility of processes, and issues of attribution of returns. Latitude and discretion in
decision-making involve trade-offs because resources are scarce (cf. Mizik and Jacobson, 2003). Decision-making at the finance–
marketing interface is a function of complexity and ambiguity around resources in operational context, which for projects is problematic
due to the absence of replicable actions and processes.

In mainstream production customers are unknown or treated in aggregate, hence the cost control focus. In projects the customer
is known, either because it is commissioned in-house or in B2Bmarkets. Approximately 80% of projects typically arise from 20% of the
client base and repeat business is critical. Securing repeat business depends upon consistently delivering the customized technical
content and tailored services as part of customer management (Smyth and Fitch, 2009). This brings customer or client lifetime value
(CLV) into focus, where:

CLV ¼ Value of client programme� Rate of being shortlisted� Strike rate of winning
where the value of client programme ¼ estimated value over lifetime of the retained client; say 10 years:

ð3Þ

The total CLV across all key customers makes a significant contribution to profit. Investment is needed to (i) maintain patterns of
repeat business, and (ii) to improve retention rates. CLV is frequently overlooked in project businesses by investors, hence at the
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finance–marketing interface, although it is selectively used among project businesses (Smyth and Fitch, 2009). This is an important
factor towards accurate share valuation and the re-rating of undervalued firms on stock markets (Lev, 2004). At the level of the firm,
ROI, ROMI and CLV feed into accounting-based measures in regard to serving shareholder value, however, profitability varies
extensively between customers (Storbacka and Nenonen, 2009). This suggests that disaggregation is needed, in particular for key
clients. Eggert et al. (2006) point out that the focus of marketing metrics is shifting from aggregated measures like market share, profit,
and sales, towards performance indicators at the dyadic level: relationship performance. This links to CLV and a disaggregated
approach to ROI and ROMI specifically. Decision-making at the finance–marketing interface looks different where investments are
considered in relation to CLV and supplier programmes rather than the project level alone. The repeat business motive links CLV to the
project level and depends upon three factors:

1. Frequency of business opportunities in client programmes of work (Chambers et al., 2009; Smyth and Fitch, 2009; Winch,
2010);

2. Frequency of repeat work or type of output (Artto et al., 2011; Davies and Brady, 2000; Whitley, 2006);
3. Frequency with which the same supply cluster or supply chain members can be used (Pryke, 2012).
The disaggregated level raises the types of investment, that is, marketing-related in the form of general organisational
capabilities (Davies and Brady, 2000), marketing-specific capabilities (Möller, 2006) and project capabilities (Brady and Davies,
2004).

2.3. The level of functional interfaces

Reinartz et al. (2005) argue that optimal profitability coincides with optimal return on investment. Ambler (2005) concluded
that the maximum ROI is reached with lower expenditure rather than pursuit of maximum profitability. Yet, timescales of
assessment are significant (Mac, 2007). Efficiency assessments are in tension with marketing, which is also an effectiveness
function. Cooperation between marketing, finance and other operations, such as procurement for supply chain management and
project management during execution, the marketing–finance interface is of generic importance at both an operational level and
for decision-making (Ganesan, 2012). Yet marketing and finance frequently apply different methods, timescales and measures
in making assessments.

Finance tends to give primacy to short-term efficiency measures and quantitative methods. Marketing tends to give primacy to,
long-term effectiveness measures and qualitative methods (Webster et al., 2005): “value creation is the cornerstone of marketing”
(Mizik and Jacobson, 2003: 63). A dialogue is needed to bridge the gap (Ballantyne and Varey, 2006), which engages with agency
at the finance–marketing interface. Function and agency come together as follows: “The marketing profession is being challenged
to assess and communicate the value created by its actions on shareholder value …chief executives and board directors are more
often disappointed in the performance of their chief marketing officers than in that of the other senior executives in the firm”
(Srinivasan and Hanssens, 2009: 293).

Effectiveness also feeds efficiency. Research demonstrates a strong relationship between capability development that creates
value and financial performance (Capon et al., 1990; Mizik and Jacobson, 2003), leading to higher levels of customer satisfaction
and lower marketplace risk (Tuli and Bharadwaj, 2009), in turn affecting the rating of stocks (Hong and Sarkar, 2007; Lui et al.,
2007). Marketing-related investments are typically cross-functional bundled resources, especially from the perspectives of
relationship marketing (Grönroos, 2000) and the service-dominant logic (Vargo and Lusch, 2004). However, the marketing–
finance interface exhibits a dialogue of conflict based upon a predominantly transactional perspective. Tuli et al. (2012) argue that
senior management signals their approach, hence the criteria applied in decision-making.

Kimbrough and McAlister (2009) argue that there is a need for more investigation at the finance–marketing interface.
Gupta and Zeithaml (2006) argue for more research linking marketing metrics with firm performance. Weissbrich et al. (2007)
found the need for an “integrative framework”, identifying three categories of study. The finance–marketing interface
characteristics focus upon exchange and communication, budgeting, pricing, marketing performance measurement, reporting,
problem solving, and cultural differences; the antecedents of the marketing–finance interface, focusing upon the attitudes to
dependence, procedural fairness and inter-functional rivalry; and performance implications are examined through relationships,
decision-making and effectiveness through relationship and reputational value. They proposed a five-layer conceptualisation of
the interface (see Fig. 1), covering information sharing around intelligence and knowledge sharing, structural linkage through
formal channels and interactions, power distribution between the two disciplines, orientation of individual functions including
goals and time horizons, and knowledge of individual functions and expertise. The constructs refer to the lack of dialogue
and mutual understanding that affects business performance (Weissbrich et al., 2007). Calls for closer collaboration between
finance and marketing are not new (e.g. Ganesan, 2012; Wierenga, 2011; Zeithaml et al., 2006). Finance and marketing
require two overall things to address the differences: a dialogue (cf. Ballantyne and Varey, 2006), from which complementary
methods for firm performance and investment assessment, ROMI acting as one starting point (Farris et al., 2006; Lenskold,
2003).
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The functional interface and agency to articulate the interface are influenced by qualitative and quantitative approaches. These
are briefly reviewed in the light of the foregoing issues.

2.3.1. The quantitative approach to ROMI
The quantitative approach is based upon looking at the results from investment inputs compared to profit outputs. Low expenditure is

coupled with high profitability (Ambler, 2005), yet this does not automatically lead to low investment. Effective investment is also
needed, which is evident in long-run aggregated data. ROMI calculations are useful for disaggregated investment too, for example
linked to CLV. Long-run quantitative data has two decision-making purposes. First, prioritizing activities (Bourdreault, 2004; Powell,
2002) is informed by past trends, setting investment against growth rates and market share. The second purpose is to address financial
pressure experienced by marketers (cf. Weissbrich et al., 2007), to evaluate investment in segments or programmes, for capability
development and key customers. Both purposes provide a shared quantitative basis for the marketing–finance dialogue, and help to
define the balance between resources and customer profitability using ROI/ROMI (Batteau and Changeur, 2006; Reinartz et al., 2005).
In businesses where projects are sourced in-house, for example for new product development (NPD), ROMI calculations can be
conducted for NPD activity or combined with R&D investment. There is reasonable opportunity to defray costs against future units of
output. Outsourced projects cannot be treated this way. Being highly variable in size and complexity, for example Private Finance
Initiative/Public Private Partnership (PFI/PPP) IT projects for government departments, the project-specific resource commitments
render statistical analysis of little use. Risk management at the project level will tend to dominate agency thinking in financial
management where long-run data is absent. However, both internal and externally sourced projects need setting in the context of
long-run data for effective decision-making.

Finance and marketing share the same stakes and sometimes the same relational networks (de Ruyter and Wetzels, 2000), yet the
disciplines and language are different. Where long-run quantitative data is unavailable, a dialogue is needed (Ballantyne and Varey,
2006; Warnier et al., 2004).

2.3.2. The qualitative approach
The qualitative approach is based upon looking at the results from investment inputs compared to returns. The principle is to use

ROMI as guidance alongside other qualitative data to analyse and perform judgements that are interpretative and often based upon
heuristics (e.g. Kahneman and Tversky, 2000). This takes inputs and outputs together because distinct patterns seldom arise for
either factor. Inputs relate to the unevenness of demand and capability development (Davies et al., 2007) and responses to specific
complex projects. Project inputs are individually shaped during prequalification and bid management (e.g. Cova and Salle, 2011).
On the output side, margins are of limited use in most project markets (Gruneberg and Ive, 2000), for example the percentage mark
up on projects is low and sometimes negative for survival reasons during economic downturns (Skitmore and Smyth, 2007). Final
accounts and gross margins are subject to long time lags. The qualitative approach therefore faces challenges for managers in the
dialogue.
Please cite this article as: H. Smyth, L. Lecoeuvre, 2014. Differences in decision-making criteria towards the return on marketing investment: A project business
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Financial management can focus upon capabilities to improve the return on capital employed (ROCE). Marketing can focus upon
investment to improve CLV. Grönroos (2000) brought forward several measures, the most pertinent to project markets probably being:

CLV ¼ Transaction valueþ =– Relationship value ð4Þ
CLV ¼ Long−term revenue −Generation support

Priceþ Relationship costs
: ð5Þ

The CLV approach reported by Smyth and Fitch (2009) used a price earnings ratio for the service being offered applied to
customer margins. The international contractor therefore applied CLV to its customer relationships to assess the value being added
to the business. Customers are ranked upon expected future value of the earnings. Value is derived using a simple price earnings
ratio (P/E ratio) quoted in accounts or reported on stock markets, for example pre-2008 pure construction companies were valued at
7 times net earnings, services companies (FM) at 15 times net earnings, management at 10, engineering at 15, international at 7 and
financial companies at 12. Earnings from customers are disaggregated by these service offerings and then the appropriate P/E ratio is
applied. The ratings are not project-based, but CLV-based (Smyth and Fitch, 2009). Drawing upon these types of assessments and
applying to CLV in the project context, the following moderation is generated:

ROMI ¼ Programme revenue −Relationship and capability development
Transaction program valueþ Non‐recoverable relationship costs

: ð6Þ

Non-recoverable relationship costs are those that add value to the customer in service and content. They are excluded from
project budgets and are carried at programme and/or client management level of the project business. Cost recovery is programme
related through growth and market share. In terms of the relationship of CLV to ROMI, the following expression may be used:

ROMI ¼ Gross programme margin −Marketing investment
Marketing investment

where the programme relates to the programme for the client:

ð7Þ

The calculative outputs for ROMI should be used as indicative under qualitative assessments, thus feeding into a dialogue around

shared understanding at portfolio and programme levels. The CLV approach can be used for key customers across the supplier
portfolio, for particular segments and programmes.

Certain procurement routes in particular segments can have positive effects, for example governments use PFI/PPP for many
projects from IT to infrastructure to reduce capital commitments in favour of payment through revenue streams. The profit margin
on delivering infrastructure could typically be in the region of 3%, whilst the equity stake in the project for the contractor may
produce a 14% ROI. Such returns must take into account the substantial bidding costs for the concession. Some bidding costs are
defrayed through a high strike rate through governments negotiating with preferred bidders. PFI/PPP projects tend to exacerbate the
levels of uncertainty and “lumpiness” of the market that render the qualitative approach to ROMI most pertinent.

The value of ROMI depends upon more than the quantitative and qualitative approaches. It is also contingent upon the selected
marketing approach. Two paradigms are briefly reviewed on the basis of the issues raised, namely the transactional marketing mix
approach and the relationship marketing approach that includes project marketing.

2.3.3. ROMI and the marketing mix
ROMI has the potential to secure a balance of ingredients under the marketing mix (cf. Borden, 1964) that is determined by

capabilities around the so-called 4Ps and subsequent variants (McCarthy, 1964). The underlying assumption is that markets and any
particular exchange process are largely homogeneous and so investments are the primary variant to establish the precise mix of
ingredients. This relates closely to the quantitative approach for several reasons:

1. Data is easier to collate and aggregate for analysing investment decisions.
2. The calculative process over the short and long-term shows changes in the mix of the ingredients, having implications for

resource allocation and margins, the highest ROMI helping assess the best strategy.
Yet project markets are heterogeneous and contracts are incomplete, transactions being subject to measurement and claims
for the work done. Final accounts do not relate to bid prices. Further, functionaries are task-focused according to expertise (Handy,
1997) rather than customer or marketing focused, hence value propositions may be misaligned with customer expectations.
Consequently ROMI depends upon aggregated data that is both limited in availability short-term and has limited application at the
project level. Transactional practice is conceptually misaligned in project markets (e.g. Cova et al., 2002; Smyth, 2000). Alignment
is improved through systems integration (Davies et al., 2007) supported by relationship development in the project context or
milieu (Cova et al., 2002).
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2.3.4. ROMI and relationship marketing
ROMI has the potential to support investment in relationship marketing, conceiving the exchange process as constituting an

episode that is part of serial interactions where in-depth understanding of customer needs is solicited and is part of seeking repeat
business over the CLV (e.g. Grönroos, 2000). A long-term view is needed, with the customer as the unit of analysis as well as the
project where greater homogeneity and consistency is present. CLV provides a long-term basis for decision-making, carried out for
key customers and programmes. At a detailed level, new resource commitments to add service and technical value are investments
(Lay et al., 2009) to lever value and reduce execution costs.

Relationship marketing aims to increase repeat business to improve CLV and grow market share. The initial costs of may
increase hence reducing the ROMI figure. Similarly, project marketing has arisen from relationship marketing (e.g. Cova et al.,
2002; Hadjikhani, 1996) to shape projects that develop win-strategies that match customer requirements (e.g. Cova and Salle,
2011; Cova et al., 2002), and, manage discontinuity and uniqueness as well as the complexity characteristics of project markets
(Skaates and Tikkanen, 2003; Skaates et al., 2002). Lecoeuvre-Soudain and Deshayes (2006) have developed a three-stage
project marketing phasing (Cova and Hoskins, 1997) into four phases: pre-project marketing, marketing at the start of the
project, ongoing project marketing, and marketing intended to create the conditions of future projects that span the period of
sleeping relationships in which there are no projects being brought forward from the pipeline towards the execution pipeline
(Skaates and Tikkanen, 2003). Project shaping emphasises the differentiation of content and resource mobilization, adding to
the problematic nature of ROMI for individual projects, yet endorsing the long-term role as a management tool within project
marketing. In other words, relationship and project marketing recognise, indeed increase the need to include CLV — see
Eq. (7) above.
3. Methodology and methods

The research aim is to investigate the appropriateness of
ROMI to establish a basis for applying ROMI, and induce a
shared dialogue to facilitate decision-making at the finance–
marketing interface. There were five research objectives stated
in the Introduction, which are converted into research ques-
tions. How these arose in broad terms from the literature
reviewed is set out in Table 1.
Table 1
Mapping the literature and research questions.

Issues identified in the literature

Marketing and marketing-related investments to improve performance and delivery
capital amongst shareholders demanding low risk and high returns (Narayanan an

Application embodies efficiency and effectiveness criteria (e.g. Mizik and Jacobson
which lead to issues around the next research question.

Investment to add customer value does not reduce risk to the supplier (Tuli and Bh
Operational cost control in service provision tends to compromise value (Grönroos,
Context concerns decision-making around investment and operations (Ganesan, 201

value creation to yield returns.
Finance and marketing as functions are mediated through agency, which includes a

interaction in dialogue and decision-making (e.g. Ballantyne and Varey, 2006; K
McAlister, 2009).

Attribution issues, exacerbated by the intangibility of investment and returns in the
Returns at operational levels are typically below those at firm level (Manchanda et

An integrative approach is needed (e.g. Weissbrich et al., 2007).
ROI and ROMI in the context of CLV (Smyth and Fitch, 2009).
There are limits to the application of a quantitative approach in project businesses a

application of the marketing mix (e.g. Cova et al., 2002).
Marketing and marketing related investment is only useful where related to perform

(e.g. Gupta and Zeithaml, 2006).
Impatient capital (Narayanan and DeFillippi, 2012) challenges investment, and emp

operational cost control, value appropriation and dividend declaration (Mizik and
Incentivized pay packages of senior management are frequently linked to performan

value. Poor short-term share performance can be viewed as the failure of manage
(Srinivasan and Hanssens, 2009). This constrains investment.
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Research claims that there is a strong relationship between
capability development and financial performance (Capon et al.,
1990; Mizik and Jacobson, 2003). Gupta and Zeithaml (2006)
argue for more research linking marketing metrics with firm
performance. To date scant research exists to fill this gap and none
for project businesses. We propose to look at preliminary results
secured through qualitative research conducted through interviews
and observation. This qualitative research permits greater under-
standing of the specificities of the marketing–finance interface,
Research questions

capital versus impatient
d DeFillippi, 2012).
, 2003),

i). To what extent is ROMI/ROI generally a useful
conceptual and appropriately applied practical tool?

aradwaj, 2009).
2000).
2), especially

wareness, language and
imbrough and

ii). To what extent is ROI/ROMI a useful tool yet
needs considered application regarding context?

short term.
al., 2005).

iii). To what extent does ROI/ROMI provide a basis
yet more conceptual development is required for
application across different types of project contexts,
supported by an appropriate and shared dialogue?
iv). To what extent is a combination of above
appropriate for ROI/ROMI?

nd limits to the

ance

hasising
Jacobson, 2003).
ce of share
ment

v). To what extent is ROMI/ROI not useful?

aking criteria towards the return on marketing investment: A project business
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Table 2
Schedule of companies and interviews.

Company
with project
business unit

Function of respondents Number of
interviews

A General Manager; Marketing Director 3
B President; Marketing Director 4
C 2 Team Members; Marketing Director;

Director of Communication
5

D General Manager; Marketing Director;
3 Team Members

5

E President; Director of communication;
Marketing Director; Team Member

4

F General Manager; Marketing Director;
Director of Communication

4

F Marketing Director; 3 Team Members 4
H President; Director of Communication;

2 Team Members
5

I President; General Manager; Director of Marketing 3
J President; General Director; Marketing Director;

Director of Communications
5

K General Director; 3 Team Members 4
L President; General Director;

Director of Communications; Team Member
4

M President; General Director; Marketing Director;
Director of Communications

5

N General Director; Marketing Director;
3 Team Members

7

O Marketing Director, Director of Communications;
2 Team Members

4

P General Director, Marketing Director,
Director of Communications

4

Q Director of Communications; 3 Team Members 4
R Marketing Director; Director of Communications 4
S Director of Communications; 2 Team Members 3
T Marketing Director; 3 Team Members 5
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and the level engagement at this interface. It also addresses the
view of managers concerning ROMI as a tool to aid constructive
dialogue and decision-making.

The methodology is interpretative (Miles and Huberman, 2003;
Yin, 2009), permitting preliminary evaluation of the marketing–
finance interface and of the role of ROMI. The method is
characterized by progressive and iterative construction, applying
constant backward and forward evaluation between the empirical
and theoretical. Listening to actors and respondents and gauging
their level of interest at the marketing–finance interface were
important for soliciting information (Garand and Nkonngolo-
Bakenda, 1996). Personal contact as a vehicle for sensemaking
(Weick, 1995) is very important to enter the universe of people's
construction of “their world” formed part of the conduct for the
research. This is particularly important for this research paper that
arose from a broader study, indeed, the topic arose from empirical
investigation rather than the research being set up to examine it.

The methodology is therefore inductive, allowing the actors
to discuss the issues that they believe are important. This is for
two reasons. The first reason is that issues raised reflect their
thinking, which is likely to inform management discussion and
consequently influence subsequent action. The second reason is
that the study originally had another research agenda, yet, the
issues raised in interviews conducted for that research kept
alluding to and directly raising the issues discussed in this
paper. Thus the research aim and objectives set out above can
be viewed as inductively derived too. Indeed, this serves to add
weight to the importance of this research, for the agenda was
not set in advance but from those interviewed. Therefore the
issues were not prompted by direct research questions on the
finance–marketing interface, ROMI/ROI and CLV. Making
sense of the practical issues raised required some interpretation,
which in part has been provided through the literature review,
and which did not so much generate the research objectives as
make sense of the issues derived from a set of interviews.

Project business units were selected as part of large companies
as these units are thought to be more likely to apply ROMI than
pure project businesses. The companies were all amongst the
market leaders in their sector (e.g. LVMH, PSA, Credit Lyonnais,
Danone, Disneyland, Ferrero, Orange, Renault). They have mar-
keting budgets and the majority have dedicated marketing teams.
Interviews were conducted over 6 months with the President,
General Manager, Marketing Director, Director of Communica-
tions and marketing team members responsible for projects such
as new product launches, market development, and communica-
tion plans (Table 2). Confidentiality reasons as demanded by
respondents restrict saying more about those interviewed and it is
the patterns that derived from the sample that are germane to this
research rather than individual case companies.

Non-directive and semi-directive interviews were conduct-
ed, generally lasting 45–90 min, the maximum being 2 h.
Certain respondents were interviewed twice — a total of 87
interviews being undertaken. The method corresponds to ex-
ploratory objectives, allowing “intelligibility” derived from the
evaluation of data and meanings to piece together a picture —
a type of “puzzle” pieced together through several stages of
content analysis in a rigorous and coherent way to achieve an
Please cite this article as: H. Smyth, L. Lecoeuvre, 2014. Differences in decision-m
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exploratory resolution. Analysis of documents, direct observa-
tion (in situ) was employed (Groleau, 2003) to describe
individual, collective and organisational cognitive processes to
establish the extent of organisational reliability (Journé, 2005;
Weick, 1995). Patterns are identified in the results that have
wider implications, albeit not on a mechanistic basis because of
context specificity. Confidentiality reasons as demanded by
respondents restrict saying more about the detailed content and
attribution of information provided and quotes cited to particular
actors, yet are unnecessary to establish contingent patterns of
outcome to fulfil the aim and objectives identified.

The method employed to interpret the interview information
was an iterative one of reading over the findings, making notes
and classifying (cf. coding) significant issues that repeatedly
arose until saturation was reached.

4. Findings

A consistent approach to managing the marketing–finance
interface and for the application of ROMI was absent. The overall
picture was variable, typically partial with a mix of practices
that aligned with good practice and partial practice that was not
working on its own terms for decision-makers. Where ROMI was
employed it was not used at programme or client level, even where
the client was in-house. CLV was absent in consideration. A
aking criteria towards the return on marketing investment: A project business
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Table 3
Decision-maker evidence and the research issues.

Research questions Concepts for coding and categorization Quotations from key decision-makers

i). To what extent is ROMI/ROI
generally a useful conceptual
and appropriately applied
practical tool?

Investments in performance v. impatient capital
Efficiency and effectiveness criteria applied
Financial drivers in decision-making
Role of other drivers in firm and service performance
ROMI/ROI application

1. We are more and more driven by financial
considerations. …we have toggled into a financial culture.
2. [ROMI is] a model that leads us to ask questions.
3. [ROMI is] can help teams to sell their investment.

ii). To what extent is ROI/ROMI a
useful tool yet needs considered
application regarding context?

Financial drivers in decision-making
Risk reduction
Attribution of returns
Degree of shared dialogue

4. Show me where is the pay-back is.

iii). To what extent does ROI/ROMI
provide a basis yet more conceptual
development is required for
application across different types of
project contexts, supported by an
appropriate and shared dialogue.

Short-term performance serving financial markets
and management v. serving clients
Attribution of returns
Degree of shared dialogue
Effectiveness and CLV

5. The pressure of short-term performance …leads
to some innovative solutions.
6. Are we investing enough for our new products?
7. Everyone knows where the priorities are.
8. It's a mess… We are lost, and cannot interpret
what is going on.

iv). To what extent is a combination of
above appropriate for ROI/ROMI?

Integration
Shared understanding and dialogue

9. One of the most important parts is the annual
business plan.

v). To what extent is ROMI/ROI not useful? Investments in performance v. impatient capital
Scarce resources
Heuristics in decision-making
Financial drivers in decision-making
Risk reduction
Attribution of returns
Degree of shared dialogue

10. [For budgeting and tools of assessment] you make
do with what you have…
11. There is poor application of ROMI in marketing
because resource allocation is imprecise.
12. Marketing teams are at sea; they are floundering.
13. [Experience shows] if it has already worked,
there are good reasons.
14. I want that someone to show me that it
[marketing-related investment] delivers added value.
15. How can ROMI be integrated in day-to-day work?
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consistent pattern was most evident amongst those commenting
from a financial perspective, reflecting short-term drivers of
efficiency to maximize returns regardless of client or long-term
criteria. Some specific evidence is presented in Table 3, linking the
key research question and concepts from the review derived from
Table 2 with a series of quotations from the key decision-makers
interviewed. The quotations are presented as succinct comments
that reflected themes and issues raised by others interviewed.

Concerning ROMI, it was found that specific tools with a
ROMI orientation were developed in accordance with internal
processes to provide performance indicators amongst a minority
of project business units. The majority of respondents stated that
ROMI is complex and difficult to interpret in practice, the basic
formula being inapplicable (see Table 3). Respondents preferred
multi-data models, combining quantitative and qualitative
approaches. The respondents used multi-data models for simple
and multiple regression analysis for estimation and simulation
purposes despite statistical limitations, hence paucity of results
for informing a dialogue and decision-making. A few respon-
dents applied other ROMI tools. The joint solution of MMA
“ROI evaluation” and Copernicus to help marketers evaluate
potential investment, and the “Microsoft Office Excel 2003
templates” of DemandROMIwere selectively applied. In general,
budget planning and decision-making were informed by the
last experiment and by extrapolating the experience amongst
the decision-makers, derived from past practice in the firm and
responses to competitor actions.

ROMI was applied a posteriori, consequently limiting con-
solidation of indicators for financiers to establish forecasts
Please cite this article as: H. Smyth, L. Lecoeuvre, 2014. Differences in decision-m
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under short-term assessments (e.g. Quotes 1, 9 and 10,
Table 3). The influence of financial auditors was used in
dialogue at marketing department meetings to transfer
responsibility from the finance department to marketing hence
limit investment. Finance largely drove business decisions around
efficiency measures, rather than serving and guiding business
towards effective financial performance in relation to marketing
and probably other functions too.

The power of financial departments forces marketing to justify
their recommendations of investment with great rigour. The logic
of rigour demanded by accounting practice did necessarily accord
with the type of rigour for realistic assessment (see Quote 10; cf.
Quote 2). The finance–marketing interface was characterized
more by finance controlling inputs and cost efficiency, whilst
marketing focused upon outputs and performance outcomes
(e.g. Quotes 6 and 7). This demonstrated a lack of shared
dialogue. Qualitative factors and heuristics were important yet
were secondary in decision-making. The respondents all
recommended a “real management” of the marketing–finance
interface. Drilling down to a finer grain of analysis, in the
majority of companies the marketing departments presented
ROMI/ROI calculations to justify their investment recommenda-
tions. The analysis of all the interview findings clearly shows that
marketers have increasingly had to ‘prove’ the probability of
short-term profitability to support investment plans, (Quotes 4;
cf. 14) in order to maintain “influence” within their companies
and for the project business units.

Justifications not only involve calculating budgets and splitting
them into the different actions, but also involve simulating
aking criteria towards the return on marketing investment: A project business
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investment returns at adequate or above average margins. Tools
used were company specific, having ROMI orientations without
necessarily following established procedures for calculations.
For example, when a company decides to create a programme of
fidelity, profit stream predictions over a defined period were
made with mechanisms to optimize profitability in the short and
medium terms, which were then integrated into other perfor-
mance indicators. Establishing realistic assumptions depended on
company and sector skills, strategies, product types and resources.
There was more concern to choose assumptions that supported
the functional remit rather than facilitating a finance–marketing
dialogue to aid decision-making (see Quotes 11–15; cf. 6–8).
Those interviewed considered ROMI a useful aid that is “close
to reality”, but only when some critical contextual factors can be
isolated — perspectives illustrated by different respondents
(Quotes 2–7). This is both a general management and project
business problem.

The findings show that executive board members prefer a
holistic, more ‘global’ and integrated approach to information, yet
prefer an atomistic and functional view to decision-making,
especially regarding resource and return attribution. Further, some
respondents quoted the integrated marketing communication used
by advertisers, as an example, which can combine qualitative with
quantitative approaches. Several respondents doubted the capacity
of their company to use an integrated approach. Qualitative use of
ROMI was patchy and inconsistent. Ultimately many decisions
were largely based upon quantitative data, yet intuitive objections
to marketing investment coming from financial managers in the
absence of attributable quantitative data (see Quotes 4 and 13).
Respondents repeatedly stated that ROMI has to be used with
reference to recent experience and the last experiment, a func-
tionalist approach that tends to reinforce the status quo rather
than facilitate a constructive dialogue for decision-making. The
power and influence of finance tend to overrule dialogue and
balanced decision-making. Financial issues were recognised as
dominating decision-making by the large majority interviewed.
Some respondents evoked finance as the cultural context, that is,
firms' shared values and underlying assumptions that render it
difficult to justify proposals or challenge decisions (Quote 1).

Finally, the rise of “financial power” may force marketing
departments to increasingly justify their plans and recommenda-
tions for investment with greater rigour. All recommended a
management “rapprochement” between finance and marketing, yet
admit to not knowing how to concretely implement this manage-
ment interface and how to develop coherent cross-functional
dialogue (Quote 3; cf. 8 and 12). Marketers know that they must
articulate the marketing–finance interface; “they will not have the
choice”. Whilst ROMI made a contribution towards facilitating
a dialogue on occasions, it was not decisive and dialogue was
conducted upon misaligned criteria in decision-making.

5. Discussion and perspectives

It has been claimed there is a need for a dialogue at the
marketing–finance interface to facilitate decision-making (cf.
Ballantyne and Varey, 2006). Marketers are under considerable
financial pressure to justify their role and actions (Weissbrich
Please cite this article as: H. Smyth, L. Lecoeuvre, 2014. Differences in decision-m
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et al., 2007), specifically justify investment proposals (Srinivasan
and Hanssens, 2009). ROMI has been investigated as a tool to aid
dialogue and decision-making at the finance–marketing interface.
The review of the literature developed the argument for a
qualitative approach based upon a long-term focus, augmented
by quantitative data on CLV and supplier programmes or
customers and their contribution to financial performance from
a marketing perspective (cf. Rust et al., 2004).

Financial management was found to be increasingly dominant
and cost focused in the review (e.g. Ambler, 2005). Although
the overall intent was for a holistic and integrated approach, the
evidence showed a fragmented functional approach to decision-
making that was dominated by financial criteria based upon
short-term returns and cost control. Finance preferred intuition
in preference to financial measures when it seemed to suit
short-term cost control criteria, even where this militated against
possible long-term shareholder value. There was limited or no
shared dialogue across the cases. The traditional production
dominated financial thinking (cf. Grönroos, 2000) at the exclusion
of effectiveness and project returns over-shadowed CLV and
programme considerations, probably to the detriment of long-term
performance and shareholder value (Weissbrich et al., 2007). The
literature review analysis is mapped against the main findings
from a preliminary exploration of the marketing–finance inter-
face and the application of ROMI (Fig. 1).

The review found ROMI to be a useful conceptual tool at the
marketing–finance interface. This was not borne out in practice.
This was partly due to the context specific development of
ROMI-type tools, but mainly due to the lack of consistent
application of ROMI and for long-term contribution to financial
performance. Application did not encompass a holistic view nor
provide a canonical model. Finance forestalled dialogue and
dominated decision criteria, using a posteriori rationalization
based on statistically weak and scant short-term data. Further
finance tended to place responsibility upon the marketing function
to provide quantitative data to demonstrated added value and high
returns on investment, yet failed to collect data, such as CLV and
programme data over longer periods that is available and reliable
for purposes of attribution.

In sum, the review shows ROMI to be useful, especially where
supported by CLV and other qualitative data. The evidence found
a gap between this research objective and the evidence. It was
found that:

• ROMI/ROI is not useful short-term and on a project specific
basis — see Research Questions i) and v),

• ROMI/ROI is useful for long-term CLV and programme
contexts in ways that take account of the specific assets, B2B
and service contexts — see Research Questions ii) and iv).

• ROMI/ROI is not currently useful as practiced because
there is a misalignment of criteria for dialogue and in
decision-making — Research Question v).

• It is unclear as to whether further conceptual development is
needed as there is insufficient appropriate application of
ROMI/ROI to assess shortfalls, but it is probable that further
refinement is needed in the project context and possible that
substantial development is needed — Research Question iii).
aking criteria towards the return on marketing investment: A project business
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Overall, a constructive dialogue is needed. Whilst finance
managers are placing more emphasis upon the marketing function
to justify investment, finance is failing to take responsibility for the
project context and collect appropriate data to support marketing.
There may be wider implications across other asset specific markets
allowing for ‘translation’ into context. The evidence and discussion
suggest that a general or universal model of ROMI is illusory.

In sum, it was found that ROMI was of limited use in practice.
The conceptual promise derived from the literature remains
unfulfilled. The jury is still out as to its use in practice as finance
was found to be dominant in decision-making, and the extent to
which ROMI/ROI needs further conceptual development remains
unanswered. ROMI retains a basis to help facilitate a dialogue, yet
the finance function appears unwilling to concede power in favour
of constructive dialogue. This discussion point may have wider
consequences than project businesses.

Demands of the market and in society have and will continue to
increase. The internal need for a dialogue is increasing in parallel.
Therefore a range of perspectives in research and an increasing
expectation from managers for advice and guidance is emerging.
The model brought forward by Weissbrich et al. (2007: see
Appendix) provides preliminary pointers on integration; a “dual or
double” mutual “knowledge of individual functions” to be held at
the marketing–finance interface. This may help yet is insufficient
to improve interface management because other functions may
share similar issues, such as human resources.

The exploration has helped conclude that ROMI/ROI retains
potential, especially as a long-term quantitative-cum-qualitative
tool to measure the economic benefits created by marketing
investments. The practice of applying ROMI-type tools on a
short-term basis to prioritize marketing investments on a ‘scientific
basis’ is unfounded as a robust approach from the evidence.

6. Conclusions and recommendations

Main conclusion is that marketing will need to continue to
respond to the demands of finance until the dominance of finance
is challenged by developing an appropriate set of applied criteria
in dialogue and decision-making, hence for data collection and
attribution of returns. Finance may need to temper its demands
and take greater responsibility in its interface management with
marketing, developing a broader set of social and economic
tools for making assessments. The pressure may come from the
marketplace. ROMI offers a medium and long-term tool at
business, business unit level to facilitate such a dialogue, which
necessarily must commence with agreement to collect necessary
data at CLV and programme levels of analysis. Thus, CLV and
programme foci for ROMI data sets coupled with qualitative
decision-making offer ways forward with constructive dialogue
at the finance–marketing interface.

The main contribution to knowledge has been to examine
ROMI for project businesses at a detailed level. It is perhaps
surprising that this has been a neglected area of management
and project management research. The main limitations arise
from the exploratory nature of the study; however, repeated
patterns of responses from the respondents lend credence to the
findings.
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Recommendations for further research therefore include a
more extensive research into (i) marketing and ROMI applica-
tion, and (ii) dialogue generation. We suggest further research
into a review of the financial literature concerning other tools with
a ROMI orientation, tools and protocols to facilitate dialogue at
the marketing–finance interface. Finally, this research could also
be replicated for specialist project businesses, including SMEs
and entrepreneurial firms.

Recommendations for practice include the need for senior
management to (i) facilitate a dialogue between marketing and
finance, (ii) take a medium and long-term view in general and
particularly for the application of ROMI, agreeing to collect
and collate appropriate data, and (iii) take measure for finance
to be more robust and consistent about the demands it makes.
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